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Chapter 4: Understanding how the body moves

IntrIntroductionoduction

Every time you run along the beach with your friends, or score against your opponents during a

game of football, you’re using your bones, muscles, joints, heart and lungs. Without these

components of the body, you would be unable to sit, stand, walk, or do any of the activities you do

every day.

Playing sport, having fun with friends and other everyday activities rely on your bones, muscles,

joints, heart and lungs all working together.

Note to teachers and students: The material presented in this chapter, while not directly linked to

the Australian curriculum content descriptions or elaborations for Health and Physical Education, is

considered very important by the authors of this text. Knowledge of the body systems is vital to

enable students to make the link between physical fitness and:

• components of fitness

• energy systems

• training for fitness.

This information then helps form a foundation of energy system knowledge for senior studies in

Physical Education.
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION

How do the body systems work together to produce movement?

STARTER QUESTIONS

1. What is our body made of?

2. What major structures in the body work together to produce movement?

3. How do we get oxygen to our muscles to create movement?

4. Why can some people move more efficiently and faster than others?

5. How can we make ourselves run faster or jump higher?

INQUIRY SEQUENCE

4.1 Systems of the body

4.2 The skeletal system

4.3 The muscular system

4.4 The cardiovascular system

4.5 The respiratory system

Review

4.1 Systems of the body

Some body systems play a larger role in the production of human movement than others. However,

all systems work together to allow us to enjoy physical activity. This topic focuses on developing

knowledge and understanding about how our body moves and what is happening on the inside to

create and sustain movement for everyday life as well as for sporting and recreational activities.
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ENGAGE

In order to understand how the body moves, it is important to gain an in-depth knowledge

of the anatomy of the human body and how it works.

The human body has 10 distinctive systems:

• Nervous — controls all other systems, sends messages to muscles

• Endocrine — energy release for work and growth, adrenalin production

• Skin — protection from disease, transfer of body heat

• Respiratory — oxygen intake and carbon dioxide removal

• Cardiovascular — transport of materials to and from all body cells

• Excretory — excretion of waste products

• Digestive — provides nutrients for energy production

• Skeletal — provides movement, shape, protection of vital organs

• Muscular — creates movement by pulling on bones, aids in digestion and breathing

• Reproductive — reproduction, propagation of the species.
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The systems of the body do not work independently, but as a whole. Physical, mental and

emotional health depend on all systems of the body being in balance.

ExplorExploree

Physical activity and body systemsPhysical activity and body systems

Four body systems are recognised as being the most responsible for physical activity:

• the skeletal system

• the muscular system

• the cardiovascular system

• the respiratory system.

These systems are covered in detail in the next four sub-topics.

These body systems work together to create movement, gather and transport oxygen and other

nutrients to sustain movement, and assist in the removal of waste products from the body. For

example:

• bones form the framework of our body and provide the levers for movement
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WWeblinkeblink

KidsHealth

InteractivityInteractivity

Ten systems of the human

body

Searchlight ID: int-5490

• muscles pull on the levers across joints

• joints allow the framework to bend, allowing movement

• the heart and blood vessels bring nutrients to the muscles so that they have energy for

movement

• respiration provides oxygen for energy production

• skin helps to cool the body during exercise.

In each sub-topic, you will learn about the system’s anatomy, function and special features, and

the effects of exercise on the system.

ACTIVITY

Individually, or with a partner, choose one of the

human body’s 10 distinctive systems from the list in

the Engage section. Use the KidsHealth weblink in

your Resources section to investigate the role that

particular system plays within the body, then present

your research to the rest of the class. You can

complete the Ten systems of the human body

interactivity before you start to help your research.

Include the following in your report.

1. Where is the body system located within the

human body? Draw/insert a labelled diagram.

2. What other systems of the human body does it connect to?

3. What is the function of the system?

4. What are common illnesses or diseases of that system, how are they treated and what

is the estimated recovery time?

5. Can the human body function without part of or without the whole system?
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InteractivityInteractivity

Ten systems of the human

body

Searchlight ID: int-5490

WWeblinkseblinks

• Muscle and joints

• Bones, muscles and joints

• Body systems

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. Which of the body systems are recognised as

being the most responsible for physical activity?

2. Complete the Ten systems of the human body interactivity in your Resources section

to test your understanding.

ElaborateElaborate

3. Describe how two or more of the human body’s systems work together to create

movement. Give two different examples.

Hint: In addition to the information in this section, use the Muscle and joints weblink in

your Resources section, which demonstrates the relationship between muscles and

bones to create movement.

4.2 The skeletal system

The skeletal system provides a framework for the body, allows movement and protects vital

organs.
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ENGAGE

Have you ever broken a bone in your body or know

someone who has? Do you know the name of this

bone?

What would your body look like without your internal

skeleton holding you up? What other functions are

there for our bones besides giving us shape?

Use the Name that bone worksheet in your

Resources section to explore the common and

anatomical names of the bones in our bodies. In pairs, use sticky labels to identify as many

bones on your partner's body as you can.

ExplorExploree

Functions of the skeletal systemFunctions of the skeletal system

The skeletal system has five main functions.

• It provides the framework to which the soft tissues attach, and gives the body its shape.

• It helps with movement. The bones are the levers upon which our muscles pull.

• It protects vital organs; for example, the skull protects the brain, and the ribs protect the heart

and lungs.

• Blood cell formation — the long bones contain bone marrow, which produces all the new red

blood cells and some white blood cells.

• It stores mineral salts, especially calciumcalcium. Degradation of bones and joints can lead to diseases

and abnormalities such as osteoarthritisosteoarthritis and osteoporosteoporosisosis.
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Bone — what is it?Bone — what is it?

Bone is approximately 50 per cent water and 50 per cent solid matter (consisting mostly of calcium

and phosphate). Bones are living structures, capable of growth, adaptation and repair. Our bones

grow in length until the age of 13–15 years for girls and 16–18 years for boys. Some bones have a

hollow centre containing bone marrow, which produces blood cells.

DID YOU KNOW?

The largest bone is the pelvis, or hip bone. The longest bone is the femur; it makes up

almost one quarter of the body's total height. The smallest bone is the stirrup, which is

found deep in the ear. It is roughly the size of a grain of rice.
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TTypes of boneypes of bone

There are five types of bone, distinguished by their shape:

• Short bones, shown in figure (a) below, are roughly cubical; that is, they have the same width and

length. Some examples are the carpal bones of the wrist and the tarsal bones of the foot.

• Long bones, shown in figure (b) below, are longer than they are wide and have a hollow shaft

containing marrow; for example, femur, phalanges and humerus.

• Flat bones, shown in figure (c) below, provide flat areas for attachment of muscles and usually

enclose cavities for protection of organs; for example, scapula, ribs, sternum and skull.

• Irregular bones, shown in figure (d) below, have no regular shape characteristics; for example,

vertebrae and bones of the face.

• Sesamoid bones, shown in figure (e) below, are small bones developed in tendons around some

joints; for example, the patella at the knee joint.

a. Short bones – the carpal bones in the wrist

b. A long bone – the femur

c. A flat bone – the scapula

d. An irregular bone – a vertebra

e. A sesamoid bone – the patella
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Side-on view of the vertebral

column. Note how the

vertebrae increase in size as

they descend from the cervical

spinal region to the lumbar.

WWorksheetorksheet

Vertebral column

Searchlight ID: doc-14723

The vertebral columnThe vertebral column

Some special features of the spine (or vertebral column) are listed

below.

• Each vertebra has a hollow centre through which the spinal cord

travels. In this way, the cord is protected (see figure (d) above).

• As the vertebrae descend from the cervical to the lumbar region,

they increase in size (see the figure at right). This helps them to

support the weight of the upper body.

• Movement between two vertebrae is very limited. But the range

of movement of the vertebral column as a whole unit is great,

allowing bending, twisting and rotation.

JointsJoints

Joints occur when two or more bones meet or join together. There

are three types of joint:

• Immoveable fibrous joints — bones are fixed or fused together

and no movement is possible, for example, skull, pelvis, sacrum

and sternum.

• Slightly moveable (cartilaginous) joints — bones are joined by

cartilage and only a small amount of movement is possible, for

example, ribs joining sternum, vertebrae of spine.

• Freely moveable (synovial) joints — allow free movement in at

least one direction. They have cartilage, ligaments and a

lubricating fluid (called synovial fluidsynovial fluid), and are the joints which

allow us to move and exercise (see the figure below). Most of the

joints in our body are synovial jointssynovial joints; for example, the knee,

elbow, ankle, hip, shoulder, fingers, wrist and toes.
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The knee joint is a freely movable (synovial) joint. The synovial fluid and cartilage provide

lubrication and ease of movement.

DID YOU KNOW?

A baby has over 300 bones, but an adult has roughly 206 bones. This is because some of

our bones, such as those of the skull and pelvis, fuse together to form one bone as we

grow.

There are several types of synovial joints. Each is capable of a different range of movement. The

table and figures that follow illustrate the movements possible at each of the synovial joint types.
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Table 4.1: Synovial joint classification

TTypeype ExampleExample Anatomical movements possibleAnatomical movements possible

Hinge Elbow, knee FlexionFlexion and extension only

Ball and

socket

Hip, shoulder Flexion, extension, adduction, abduction,

rotation, circumduction

Saddle Thumb Flexion, extension, adduction, abduction, some

circumduction

Pivot First two cervical vertebrae

(i.e. atlas, axis)

Allow rotation only

Gliding Carpals, tarsals Flat surfaces of bones allow some gliding

movement

Condyloid Wrist where carpals meet ulna

and radius

Flexion, extension, sideways movement

Movements at synovial joints

Connective tissueConnective tissue

Connective tissues play a large part in stabilising the joints of the body. In addition, they may help

create movement at the joint and act as a lubricant and shock absorber between bones. The three

main types of connective tissue are cartilagecartilage, tendonstendons and ligamentsligaments.

Cartilage is a smooth, slightly elastic tissue. It is found in various forms in the body. The ends of the

bones in synovial joints are coated with smooth, shiny cartilage called hyaline cartilage. Some

synovial joints also have cartilage between the bones, for example, the knee. The vertebrae of the

spine are separated by discs of cartilage, and the ribs attach to the sternum by way of cartilage.
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WWeblinkseblinks

• Skeletal system game

• Whack a bone

• Bones

• Skeleton

• Skeleton interactivity

•

The cartilage in the knee and between the vertebrae provides shock absorption during movement.

The hard part of the ear and the tip of the nose are also cartilage.

Tendons, which attach muscles to bones, are inelastic and very strong. They allow movement to

take place, as they help muscles pull across the joints on the bones (see the figure below).

Tendons of the bicep

Ligaments cross over joints, joining bone to bone. They are slightly elastic, allowing some small

movement of the bones at the joint. Their main function is to provide stability of the joint,

preventing dislocation. Unfortunately, ligaments cannot repair themselves if damaged or torn, and

often surgery is necessary to repair them. The most common ligaments to be damaged are those

found in the knee joint (shown below).

Ligaments provide stability to the knee joint — (a) side view; (b) rear view
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Take care of yourself and your teammates when playing sport. Bones and ligaments take a long

time to heal.

To learn more about bones, follow the weblinks in your Resources section.
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InteractivityInteractivity

The skeletal system

Searchlight ID: int-5491

WWorksheetsorksheets

• Joint actions

Searchlight ID: doc-14707

• Joint movement

Searchlight ID: doc-14732

ACTIVITIES

1 Skeleton labelling1 Skeleton labelling

Use the Skeletal system interactivity in your

Resources section to complete the activity on

labelling the skeleton.

2 Investigating movements2 Investigating movements

In pairs, perform the following movements or

actions. For each identify and record in the table

below:

1. the primary joint used

2. what type of joint it is

3. the anatomical movements performed.

Use the Joint actions and Joint movement

worksheets in your Resources section to help you. The first row of the table has been

completed for you.

MovementMovement JointJoint TType of jointype of joint Anatomical movement(s)Anatomical movement(s)

Pull-up Elbow Hinge Flexion, extension

Push-up

Bowling a cricket ball (arm action)

Deep knee-bend

Legs in star jump

Turning head from side to side

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. What are the two main functions of flat bones? Provide examples.

2. Name the three types of connective tissue and describe the characteristics of each.

ElaborateElaborate

3. Classify the bones you have learned about under the following general headings.
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a. Vertebral column

b. Upper limbs

c. Chest

d. Shoulder girdle

e. Pelvic girdle

f. Lower limbs

4.3 The muscular system

We have over 600 muscles in our body, each with a special job to do.

ENGAGE

In this lesson we will investigate different types of muscles. We will focus specifically on

skeletal muscles which are used to create movement by pulling on the bones they attach to.

We will also look at why some people are better suited to long distance events and others

to power, speed and strength activities.

In small groups, list as many muscles in the human body as you can. Demonstrate a stretch

for each of the identified muscles.

Why are some people better suited to power and strength activities?
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ExplorExploree

Functions of the muscular systemFunctions of the muscular system

The muscular system has three main functions.

• To create movement. This is accomplished when skeletal muscles pull on bones. Movement is

also created through the development of muscular strength, flexibility, endurance, speed and

power.

• To maintain good posture. Muscle tone allows us to keep an erect posture, by keeping our

shoulders back, our head up and our back straight.

• To maintain bodily functions. For example, the heart muscle pumps blood, the muscles of the

stomach wall and intestines digest food, and the diaphragm and chest muscles initiate

breathing.

The nervous system controls the action of all the muscles, while the cardiovascular system

supplies the muscles with all the necessary nutrients.

TTypes of muscleypes of muscle

There are three different types of muscle in our bodies: skeletal, smooth and cardiac.

Skeletal muscleSkeletal muscle is often called striated muscle, because of its striped appearance when viewed

under a microscope. These muscles are responsible for all our voluntary movements, and are the

muscles we can exercise and train to improve flexibility, strength and endurance. Skeletal muscles

are also responsible for the development and maintenance of good posture. They are called

skeletal muscles because they pull on the bones of the skeleton to create movement.

Smooth musclesSmooth muscles are found in the digestive system, the walls of other vital organs such as the

bladder, in blood vessels and in the diaphragm. We have no control over these muscles, and for

this reason, they are called involuntary muscles.

CarCardiac musclediac muscle is the muscle of the heart. It has a striped appearance similar to skeletal muscle,

but its action is involuntary, like that of smooth muscle.

Skeletal musclesSkeletal muscles

All the muscles shown in the figure below are used to create movement by pulling on the bones

they attach to. Muscles can only pull, they can never push, and always work in pairs. For example,

the biceps and triceps always work together, as do the hamstrings and quadriceps. When one of

the muscles contracts to create movement, the other muscle in the pair relaxes to allow easier

movement. This is called rrecipreciprocal inhibitionocal inhibition. The muscle doing the work is called the agonistagonist. The

muscle relaxing is called the antagonistantagonist. A skilful performer has highly trained muscles which have

reciprocal inhibition working at its peak for smooth flowing muscle contraction.
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Skeletal muscles — from the front and the back of the body

The figure below is an example of how muscles work in pairs. The biceps muscle has two sets of

tendons — one set attaches to the shoulder while the other attaches to the forearm. As the biceps

shortens or contracts, flexion occurs. When the triceps at the back of the humerus contracts it

extends the elbow joint (extension).
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The biceps muscle at work. The two ends of muscle are attached to different bones by tendons.

When the muscle contracts, one of the bones must move.

DID YOU KNOW?

There are about 650 muscles in the human body and about 60 muscles in the face alone.

Smiling is easier than frowning. It takes 20 muscles to smile and over 40 to frown.

StructurStructure of skeletal musclese of skeletal muscles

A muscle is made up of hundreds of single muscle fibres, bound together to form muscle bundles

which are, in turn, bound together to form the whole muscle. A muscle fibre is one single muscle

cell and can range in length from 1 mm to 40 mm.
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A skeletal muscle in detail

TTypes of muscle fibrypes of muscle fibree

There are two types of muscle fibre: fast (white) and slow (red).

Fast twitch muscle fibrFast twitch muscle fibreses (white) are used for power, speed and strength activities such as

sprinting, jumping and throwing. These muscle fibres contract rapidly with a lot of speed and force.

Slow twitch muscle fibrSlow twitch muscle fibreses (red) are used for longer duration activities of lower effort or force, such

as swimming, running or cycling continuously for five minutes or more. Red muscle fibres contract

more slowly, but can continue to contract for long periods of time. The muscles which control our

posture are generally made up of a larger percentage of slow twitch fibres.

Some people are born with a higher percentage of slow twitch fibres than fast twitch. These people

are potentially better suited to longer distance or duration events, such as cross-country running

and distance swimming. Top class sprinters may have up to 70 per cent fast twitch fibres, while top

class marathon runners may have up to 80 per cent slow twitch fibres.

Most people have an even distribution of fibre type. However, through training specific fibres, we

can increase their capabilities.
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Indigenous Australian professional basketball player Patty Mills, who currently plays for the San

Antonio Spurs in the NBA, would possess a large percentage of fast twitch muscle fibres.

Michael Shelley, 2014 Commonwealth Games marathon gold medal winner, would possess a large

percentage of slow twitch muscle fibres.
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TTypes of muscle contractionypes of muscle contraction

There are two types of muscle contraction.

• IsotonicIsotonic — contractions in which the length of the muscle changes while applying a force

• IsometricIsometric — contractions where the muscle applies a force, but does not change its length

Isotonic contractionIsotonic contraction

When looking at muscles at work, we tend to think they can apply a force only if they are

shortening. This type of muscle action is called an isotonic concentric contraction; for example, the

biceps shortening as the body pulls itself up while performing a chin up, as shown in figure (b)

below.

Muscles can also apply a force when they are returning to their normal shape or resting length. We

tend to think of this as the muscle lengthening. This type of muscle action is called an isotonic

eccentric contraction; for example, the biceps lengthen with control as the body lowers itself from

performing a chin up, as shown in figure (a) below. If the body did not use muscle force in a

controlled lengthening of the biceps, it would fall with gravity and damage the shoulder joint and

the person would probably involuntarily release their grip and fall to the floor.

a. As the person pulls up to perform a chin-up, the biceps shorten while producing force. This is a

concentric contraction.

b. As the person slowly straightens the arms to lower the body back down to the starting

position, the biceps lengthen under tension. This is an eccentric contraction.
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Isometric contractionIsometric contraction

In this type of muscle action, the muscle applies a force without changing length; for example,

when performing a half squat with the back resting against a wall, the quadriceps muscle group is

working very hard to prevent the body from falling or sliding to the floor.

In this wall-sit, the length of the muscle does not change, but the muscle works hard to prevent the

body sliding down to the floor.

DID YOU KNOW?

The longest muscle in the body is the sartorius, from the outside of the hip, down and

across to the inside of the knee. The biggest muscle in the body is the gluteus maximus, in

the buttock.

ExerExercise and skeletal musclescise and skeletal muscles

All skeletal muscles can have their strength, endurance and flexibility improved by exercising them

on a regular basis.

One of the most noticeable effects of exercising skeletal muscles is an increase in their size, as

shown in the figure below. The term used to describe a muscle increasing in size is hypertrhypertrophyophy.

When a muscle hypertrophies, each single muscle fibre increases in thickness, along with an

increased blood supply and store of food for energy.
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InteractivityInteractivity

Muscular systems

Searchlight ID: int-5492

WWorksheetorksheet

Muscle contractions

Searchlight ID: doc-14708

Note the size, shape and definition of the muscles on each of these body builders. The muscles are

noticeable because of the hypertrophy caused by training with weights over a long period of time.

A low percentage of body fat also accentuates muscle definition.

If a muscle is not exercised regularly, it will become smaller in size. For example, if we break an

arm or a leg, the muscles will be smaller when the plaster is taken off, and therefore the arm or leg

will look thinner. When a muscle gets smaller it is called atratrophyophy.

Improved muscle function helps to develop and maintain good posture and self-confidence.

Everyone can improve muscle function, posture, physique and self-confidence through regular

exercise and training. Examples of training methods are provided in chapter 5.

ACTIVITIES

1 Label1 Label

Use the Muscular systems interactivity in your

Resources section to label a diagram of the muscles.

2 Muscle contractions2 Muscle contractions

Perform the following exercises in pairs and then

complete the tables using the Muscle contractions

worksheet in your Resources section.

1. Wall-sit (hold for two minutes maximum)

2. Push-ups (on a chair), maximum number in 30 seconds
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WWorksheetsorksheets

Hand grip strength

Searchlight ID: doc-14706

Muscles in action

Searchlight ID: doc-14704

Muscle twitch

Searchlight ID: doc-14709

3. Bent-knee sit-ups, maximum number in 60 seconds

My rMy resultsesults Partner's rPartner's resultsesults

Wall-sit Held for _____ s. Held for _____ s.

Push-ups _____ in 30 s. _____ in 30 s.

Bent-knee sit-ups _____ in 60 s. _____ in 60 s.

TType of muscleype of muscle

contractioncontraction

Main muscleMain muscle

usedused

Main jointMain joint

actionaction

Wall-sit

Push-ups

Bent-knee sit-

ups

3 Cir3 Circumfercumference and strence and strengthength

Use the Hand grip strength worksheet in your Resources section to complete the lab

activity on the relationship between forearm size and hand grip strength.

4 Complete the following statements4 Complete the following statements
1. The term ‘hypertrophy’ is used to describe a muscle when it _____.

2. Atrophy describes what happens to a muscle when _____.

3. Fast twitch muscle fibres are best suited to

_____.

4. Slow twitch muscle fibres are best suited to

_____.

5 Active muscles5 Active muscles

Use the Muscles in action worksheet in your

Resources section to complete the table of muscles

used for specific actions.

6 T6 Twitching muscleswitching muscles

Use the Muscle twitch worksheet in your Resources

section to explore the percentage of fast and slow twitch muscles used by various

activities.
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WWeblinkseblinks

Bones, muscles and joints

Muscular system games

Poke a muscle

Muscle interactivity

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. Name the three types of muscle and give an example of each.

EvaluateEvaluate

2. In the table below, describe the action performed by each of the muscles and an

exercise or activity where this muscle is working.

MuscleMuscle ActionAction ExerExercisecise

Biceps Flexion, extension Bicep curl

Triceps

Hamstrings

Quadriceps

Pectorals

Trapezius

ElaborateElaborate

3. Muscles always work in pairs. List as many pairs

of muscles that work together as you can.

4. Identify five examples in sport where isometric contractions are used. Justify your

choices.

4.4 The cardiovascular system

The cardiovascular system is responsible for the delivery of nutrients and for the removal of waste

products from the body's cells. All other systems depend on its efficient function.
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WWorksheetorksheet

Pulse check

Searchlight ID: doc-14710

ENGAGE

The cardiovascular system is a complex system

made up of the heart, blood vessels and blood. Its

main role is to circulate blood around the body so

that oxygen and nutrients are delivered to the

muscles and waste products are removed. The

cardiovascular system plays an extremely important

role during exercise, as the more efficiently the

cardiovascular system works, the greater the amount

of oxygen and nutrients that can be delivered to the

working muscles. A resting heart rate is usually 60–80 beats per minute; however, as the

level of activity increases, the heart needs to beat faster to deliver more oxygen and

nutrients to the muscles.

Use the Pulse check worksheet in your Resources section to learn about the various

methods for measuring your pulse.

ExplorExploree

Functions of the carFunctions of the cardiovascular systemdiovascular system

The cardiovascular system:

• circulates blood to all parts of the body

• transports water, oxygen and nutrients to cells

• transports wastes, including carbon dioxide, away from the cells

• helps maintain correct body temperature

• helps fight disease, through white blood cells and antibodies in the blood.

Elements of the carElements of the cardiovascular systemdiovascular system

The cardiovascular system comprises three elements: the heart, the blood vessels and the blood.

The heartThe heart

The heartheart is a muscular pump designed to pump blood throughout the cardiovascular system.
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Blue denotes the flow of deoxygenated blood through the heart. Red is the oxygenated blood

returning from the lungs to be pumped from the left ventricle to the rest of the body.

The heart has four chambers — two atria and two ventriclesventricles. The atria are the upper chambers,

which receive blood; the ventricles are the lower chambers, which pump blood.

The septumseptum divides the heart into two pumps. The left pump is the left atrium and left ventricle, and

the right pump is the right atrium and right ventricle. The blood in these two pumps does not mix,

because the left pump has oxygen-rich blood for the body, while the right pump has carbon

dioxide-rich blood, which needs to be transported to the lungs for removal of the carbon dioxide.

Valves are located between the atria and the ventricles. They are also found at the entrance to the

arteries from the heart. The valves will allow blood to travel in only one direction, stopping blood in

the ventricles from flowing back into the atria.

Some other important features of the heart are outlined below.

• The heart is located in the centre of the chest between the two lungs and is protected by the

ribs.

• The adult heart is about the size of a large fist.

• At rest, the average adult heart pumps at about 70 beats per minute (bpm).

• At maximum work, your heart rate can be more than 200 beats per minute.

• At maximum work, the heart may circulate up to 35 litres of blood in a minute.
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WWeblinkeblink

Life beats

To find out how many times your heart beats, follow the Life

beats weblink in your Resources section.

Blood vesselsBlood vessels

The network of blood vessels which carry blood to all parts

of our body is also referred to as the vascular systemvascular system.

There are three types of blood vessels, as outlined below:

• arteriesarteries

• veinsveins

• capillariescapillaries.

Characteristics of the different blood vessels, showing how they are connected

ArteriesArteries

Arteries always carry oxygen-rich blood away from the heart to the body, except for the pulmonary

artery, which carries oxygen-depleted blood away from the heart to the lungs.

The aortaaorta is the largest artery in the body. The left ventricle of the heart forcefully pushes the blood

into the aorta and on to the rest of the body. The volume of blood pumped into the arteries with

each beat of the heart is quite large. Because the artery walls are elastic, they are able to expand

with each heartbeat to accommodate this volume. We are able to measure heart rate by feeling the

pulse of each beat as blood is pumped through the arteries. Arteries which pass close to the

surface of the skin are the sites at which we can take a pulse count. The two most common are the

pulse in the neck (carotid pulse) and the pulse in the wrist (radial pulseradial pulse).
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The figure below shows the location of the major pulse sites in the body. These are often referred

to as pressure points, because pressure may be applied to the arteries at these points to reduce

the flow of blood from an artery which may have been cut in an accident. Bleeding from an artery

may be recognised in two ways.

• The blood spurts out with each heartbeat.

• The blood is a bright red colour because it is rich in oxygen.

Factors that affect resting heart rate/pulse counts include:

• gender — usually males have lower resting heart rates than females

• temperature — as air temperature increases, heart rate increases

• eating — heart rate is raised after meals

• laughing — heart rate increases

• smoking — heart rate increases

• body position — heart rate when standing is higher than when sitting or lying.

Pulse sites occur where an artery is close to the surface of the skin and may be compressed

against a muscle or bone.
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CorCoronary arteriesonary arteries

The heart, like any other muscle, needs a supply of blood which provides the nutrients for the

production of energy for work. There are two corcoronary arteriesonary arteries (shown in the figure below). Both

come from the aorta, and they branch out across the outer surface of the heart muscle to feed all

four chamber walls with nutrients. One of the most common causes of heart attack occurs when

one or both of the coronary arteries become blocked by fatty deposits. This reduces the blood

supply to the heart muscle and causes severe pain in the chest, and possibly death of part of the

heart muscle.

The two coronary arteries supply oxygen and nutrients to the cardiac muscle.

CapillariesCapillaries

Capillaries are the smallest blood vessels and are the site of exchange of nutrients and wastes

between the blood and the body cells (see the figure below). Oxygen comes into muscles and

waste products go out of the muscles through the capillaries. They have very thin walls and allow

easy exchange of nutrients and wastes.
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It is through the capillaries that oxygen, carbon dioxide and nutrients are exchanged between the

blood and the cells.

When exercise first begins, the capillaries dilate (become larger in diameter), thus allowing

increased blood flow to the muscles. A long-term exercise program may increase the number of

capillaries supplying blood to muscles, including the heart, allowing an increased supply of oxygen

and other nutrients to the muscles, and more rapid removal of wastes. The capillaries eventually

carry these wastes into the veins.

VVeinseins

By the time the blood reaches the veins, it is no longer surging or pulsing under the influence of the

heartbeat. The flow is steady and consistent. The walls of veins are quite thin and are not elastic

like those of the arteries.

Veins carry blood with low oxygen content towards the heart (except for the pulmonary vein, which

carries oxygen-rich blood), as the muscles and cells have extracted oxygen for the production of

energy.

Veins have one-way valves which prevent the blood from flowing backwards away from the heart

(see the figure below). The return of blood to the heart in the veins depends a great deal on the

contraction of skeletal muscles.

Veins running alongside muscles are squashed or squeezed when the muscles contract. Blood in

the vein is forced towards the heart because of the one-way valves.
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WWeblinkeblink

Body basics blood

This large vein is situated between muscles. As the muscles contract, the vein is squeezed, forcing

blood towards the heart. This is called the muscle pump efmuscle pump effectfect.

After exercising, it is important to perform a cool-down

routine for a few minutes. This keeps the muscles,

especially those of the legs, contracting and relaxing and

therefore gently pushing the blood in the veins of the legs

back into the core of the body and into the heart. This

allows quick removal of wastes such as carbon dioxide and

speeds up recovery from exercise. Follow the Body basics

blood weblink in your Resources section to learn more.

BloodBlood

Blood is the only tissue of the body that is a liquid. Blood cells make up 45 per cent of the blood

volume, while plasma makes up the other 55 per cent. There are three types of blood cell: red

blood cells, white blood cells and platelets.

Red blood cellsRed blood cells:

• make up 99 per cent of all blood cells

• carry oxygen and carbon dioxide to and from the cells and muscles

• contain haemoglobin, the substance which carries oxygen

• are produced in the bone marrow (millions are produced each minute)

• are removed by the liver and spleen at a rate of millions per minute when worn out

• have a life span of about four months.

White blood cellsWhite blood cells:

• exist in the body in a ratio of one to every 700 red blood cells

• come in a variety of shapes and sizes

• are generally larger than red blood cells
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• can pass through capillary walls into the cells of the body to fight disease-causing organisms by

absorbing and digesting them

• have a life span of only a few days.

PlateletsPlatelets:

• are the cells which cause blood to clot when a blood vessel is damaged

• are smaller than red blood cells

• are produced in the bone marrow.

PlasmaPlasma is a clear, yellowish fluid in which the blood cells are suspended. Plasma continually

passes through the capillary walls and into the cells. Plasma bathes the cells with fluid, provides

them with proteins, salts, glucose, fats, antibodies and some oxygen, and removes waste

products.

Regular exercise causes the amount of blood in our bodies to increase, and this also means an

increase in the amount of haemoglobinhaemoglobin. Haemoglobin is the substance in red blood cells to which

the oxygen attaches. It gives the blood its bright red appearance in the arteries. If we have

increased amounts of haemoglobin, then we can carry more oxygen to our muscles, which in turn

means we can do more work. Haemoglobin contains a large amount of iron. A lack of iron in the

diet lowers the amount of haemoglobin in the blood and reduces the amount of oxygen the blood

can transport. This condition is called anaemia.

CirCirculation of bloodculation of blood

Circulation of blood throughout the cardiovascular system is carried out through:

• systemic cirsystemic circulationculation, in which blood from the heart is circulated into the arteries, around the body

and back to the heart

• pulmonary cirpulmonary circulationculation, in which blood from the heart is circulated to the lungs and back to the

heart again.

The following sequence shows how blood is circulated through the body.

1. Right atrium receives blood from the body that is low in oxygen and high in carbon dioxide.

2. Right ventricle receives blood from the right atrium and pumps this blood to the lungs.

3. Blood gives up carbon dioxide (CO2) and takes up oxygen (O2) while in the lungs.

4. Oxygenated blood is returned to the left atrium.

5. Blood enters the left ventricle and is pumped through the aorta into the arteries.

6. Blood flows to all extremities of the body through smaller and smaller arteries called arterioles.

7. Blood enters capillaries where oxygen and nutrients are given up to the cells, and carbon

dioxide and other wastes are removed from the cells.

8. Capillaries carry blood to the veins.
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InteractivityInteractivity

The structure of the heart

Searchlight ID: int-5493

WWeblinkseblinks

• Body basics heart

• Animated heart

9. Veins return blood to the right atrium.

The circulation of blood — pulmonary and systemic

Test your knowledge of the heart using The structure of

the heart interactivity in your Resources section. To learn

more about the heart, follow the Body basics heart weblink

in your Resources section. You can also view an animation

of blood flow through the body using the Animated heart

weblink in your Resources section.
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The heart has two muscular pumps that circulate blood around the body. Each heartbeat pumps

about half a cup of blood in eight-tenths of a second. This is what happens in 0.8 seconds.

Removal of body heatRemoval of body heat

Blood carries heat produced by the cells, especially the muscle cells, to the surface of the skin.

Exercise causes the blood vessels to dilate and those close to the skin surface are able to radiate

the heat outwards. On a hot day, it is easy to see the veins in our forearms. Perspiration on the

skin, cooled by wind and air flowing over the skin surface, also helps to remove the heat from the

vessels close to the body surface. As well as blood in the veins giving off heat, the capillaries near

the surface of the skin dilate and radiate a lot of heat as the blood passes through them. As the

capillaries dilate, they give the skin surface a red, flushed colour. Removal of body heat is a very

important function of the cardiovascular system and is dependent on a good supply of water. For

this reason, it is important to drink fluids regularly when exercising, especially on a hot day.

Also, the air we breathe out carries heat from our bodies and helps us to cool down and maintain

our body core temperature at 37°C.

Blood prBlood pressuressuree

Doctors use blood prblood pressuressuree as a measure, or indicator, of good physical health. Blood pressure

gives an indication of:

• how hard the heart has to work to push the blood through the arteries, capillaries and veins

• the health of our arteries and capillaries.

Blood pressure has two measurements: an upper reading called the systolic blood prsystolic blood pressuressuree and a

lower measure called the diastolic blood prdiastolic blood pressuressuree.

Systolic blood pressure is a measure of how much pressure is developed when the heart pumps

the oxygen-rich blood into the aorta and out through the arteries to the cells and muscles. Diastolic

blood pressure is a measure of the pressure of the blood in the arteries as the heart relaxes and

fills.

Systolic blood pressure is affected by many factors and, as a general rule, should not be greater

than about 140 mmHg (or millimetres of mercury) while at rest. A guideline for predicting what your

systolic blood pressure should be is 100 plus your age up to a recommended maximum of 140 to
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150. However, with regular exercise and a balanced diet, it is likely that older people can maintain a

systolic blood pressure of around 120 mmHg.

Factors afFactors affecting blood prfecting blood pressuressuree

Many factors affect blood pressure in the short term:

• Cigarette smoking — increases blood pressure because the capillaries constrict or reduce in size

when nicotine is present, thus increasing the resistance to blood flow. This effect lasts for about

20 minutes after each cigarette.

• Exercise — increases blood pressure, a natural response, along with an increase in heart rate

• Fright, stress or anxiety — increases blood pressure

• Body position — affects blood pressure due to the pull of gravity. Standing increases blood

pressure, and lying down decreases blood pressure.

Many factors affect blood pressure in the long term:

• Diet — a high fat or high salt diet may lead to a permanent increase in blood pressure above safe

levels. This occurs when fatty deposits narrow the artery walls, and eventually leads to a loss of

elasticity of the walls of the artery.

• Stress — stress may cause high blood prhigh blood pressuressuree due to an imbalance in hormone levels.

• Exercise — regular exercise can lead to a decrease in blood pressure when at rest, if blood

pressure has been abnormally high.

The carThe cardiovascular system and exerdiovascular system and exercisecise

To investigate how exercise affects the cardiovascular system, we need to look at both the

immediate and long-term effects.

The immediate (acute) effects of exercise are those that take place as soon as exercise begins, for

example increased heart rate and increased blood flow. Long-term chronic effects of exercise are

those that take place after months or even years of regular exercise and training, for example

decreased rresting heart rateesting heart rate and increased blood supply to muscles.

Immediate (acute) efImmediate (acute) effects of exerfects of exercisecise

• Increased heart rate. As you begin to exercise, your muscles need more oxygen. This oxygen is

used to produce energy, which is needed to make the muscles contract. Oxygen is carried to the

muscles by the blood. To provide the extra oxygen, the blood must be circulated more quickly;

this is possible only if the heart beats more rapidly. Therefore, increased activity leads to

increased heart rate.

• Increased cardiac output. CarCardiac outputdiac output is the amount of blood circulated by the heart in one

minute. At rest, this averages five litres for adults. At maximum work, it rises to 20 litres for unfit

adults and as high as 35 litres for very fit adults.

Cardiac output = heart rate × strstroke volumeoke volume
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WWorksheetorksheet

Maximum heart rate

Searchlight ID: doc-14711

Therefore, if heart rate increases, so must cardiac output.

• Increased blood pressure. When the blood travels more quickly through the cardiovascular

system, the pressure it applies on the artery walls will also increase.

Calculate your Maximum heart rate using the worksheet

in your Resources section.

Long-term (chrLong-term (chronic) efonic) effects of exerfects of exercisecise

• Hypertrophy of the heart. Any exercise, such as running,

swimming or cycling, that is done on a regular basis, will,

over a period of weeks and months, lead to changes in

the efficiency of the heart. Like any other muscle, the

heart will become larger and stronger if it is exercised (see the figure below). The left ventricle

pumps blood into the aorta and then onwards into the rest of the body. It is the left ventricle

which is most affected by exercise, as its chamber increases in size and its walls thicken.

Endurance training increases the size or volume of the left ventricle, whereas anaerobic training

leads to greater thickness of the left ventricle wall.

1. An untrained heart. Note the thinner walls and smaller volume, especially of the left ventricle,

when compared to the trained heart in (b).

2. A trained heart. Note the thicker walls of the ventricles (especially the left ventricle) and the

greater volume.

• Stroke volume at rest increases as fitness increases. Stroke volume is the term used to describe

the amount of blood the left ventricle of the heart can push into the arteries each time it beats.

Normal stroke volume for an adult is about 70 millilitres per beat; however, a very fit adult may

have a stroke volume of up to 170 millilitres per beat. The amount of blood pumped with each

beat depends on the size and strength of the heart. Regular continuous exercise for five minutes

or more, such as running or swimming, will increase the size and efficiency of the heart —

especially the left ventricle. This also increases the stroke volume of the heart.

• Resting heart rate decreases. A fit person has a lower resting heart rate than an unfit person. This

means less wear and tear on the heart over a long period of time. But why does resting heart

rate decrease with fitness?

The average adult resting heart rate is somewhere between 60 and 80 beats per minute (bpm).

The average adult cardiac output at rest is about five litres of blood per minute. This amount of
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blood carries enough oxygen to maintain the cells and muscles of any person at rest, regardless

of their fitness level, so all adults need only five litres of blood to circulate each minute at rest.

Cardiac output (CO) = stroke volume (SV) × heart rate (HR) in beats per minute

Average CO = 5 litres (5000 mL) of blood per minute

Average HR = 70 bpm

Therefore:

If a trained athlete had a stroke volume of 100 mL instead of the average 70 mL and, like any

other person at rest, they need only 5000 mL of blood to circulate, what would be their resting

heart rate?

Therefore, the resting heart rate for the trained athlete would be 50 beats per minute.

• Increased volume of blood and increased amount of haemoglobin. Long-term training may lead

to an increase in total blood volume by up to 25 per cent. In an average adult male, blood

volume may increase from 5.25 to 6.6 litres. This will, in turn, lead to an increase in haemoglobin

content by up to 24 per cent. The oxygen-carrying ability of the blood will be improved greatly as

a result.

• Increased number of capillaries supplying muscles. During exercise, the muscles require extra

oxygen and other nutrients. Over a long period of time, the capillaries which supply the muscles

with these nutrients increase in number, so that the muscle is serviced more efficiently. In trained

athletes, the average number of capillaries to each muscle fibre is 5.9, whereas, for untrained

athletes, the average number is only 4.4.

• Increased supply of blood to the heart muscle (coronary circulation). Like any other muscle, the

heart needs a good supply of blood and oxygen. The figure below shows how exercise increases

the coronary blood supply. This increased capillarisation, or blood supply, allows the heart to

beat more strongly and efficiently during heavy exercise but, more importantly, it decreases the

risk of heart attack in later life and, if heart attack does occur, the increased coronary circulation

decreases the severity of the attack.
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1. Capillarisation (blood supply) to the heart prior to a training program

2. Capillarisation is much greater after a long-term training program.

• Reduced risk of cardiovascular disease. CarCardiovascular diseasediovascular disease can be divided into two main

categories: cardiac (or heart) disease, which involves blockages in the coronary arteries and

causes heart attacks, and vascular disease, which refers to problems with blood vessels. These

problems include:

high blood pressure, which places stress on the heart

stroke, where the blood supply to the brain is restricted, causing brain damage and possibly

death

arteriosclerarteriosclerosisosis, which is hardening of the artery walls. This may cause high blood pressure,

stroke and heart attack.

Factors which may lead to cardiovascular disease are called risk factors. The important risk

factors to note are the ones you can control. These include:

blood pressure

fat intake in your diet

cholesterol in the blood

salt intake

excess weight and obesity

stress related to work or study

cigarette smoking

exercise levels, especially cardiorespiratory exercise.

The risk of corcoronary heart disease (CHD)onary heart disease (CHD) in people who do not exercise is twice that of those

who are active. Not only are physically active people less likely to suffer from heart disease, but

they are also more likely to survive a heart attack and less likely to suffer from further attacks.
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WWeblinkeblink

Circulatory system games

Regular cardiorespiratory-type exercise, such as walking, jogging, swimming and cycling for 30

minutes a day, has been shown to:

reduce blood cholesterol levels

reduce body weight and therefore the risk of obesity

reduce work-related stress levels

reduce and protect against high blood pressure.

By reducing and/or controlling these risk factors, the

chance of suffering cardiovascular disease is also

significantly reduced.

To learn more about the cardiorespiratory system, follow

the Circulatory system games weblink in your

Resources section.

DID YOU KNOW?

• The heart beats around 3 billion times in an average person's life.

• The capillaries in the lungs would extend 1600 kilometres if placed end to end.

• It takes about 1 minute for a red blood cell to circle the whole body.

Exercise is vital for a healthy cardiovascular system. Medical research has proven that regular

cardio exercise reduces blood cholesterol levels and the chance of heart disease.
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InteractivityInteractivity

The structure of the heart

Searchlight ID: int-5493

ACTIVITIES

1 Mapping the heart1 Mapping the heart

Use The structure of the heart interactivity in your

Resources section to label a diagram of the heart.

2 Heart rates2 Heart rates

1. In pairs, take each other's resting heart rate and

use this heart rate to calculate your stroke

volume, assuming your cardiac output is 5000 mL. (Remember, cardiac output = heart

rate × stroke volume.)

2. Discuss your results with your partner and explain why different people in the class

have different resting heart rates and different stroke volumes.

3 Racing hearts3 Racing hearts

On a continuum like the one below, place 10 sports or activities by predicting how fast that

activity would make your heart beat.

Vigorous activity such as running increases your heart rate significantly.
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WWorksheetorksheet

Heart workout

Searchlight ID: doc-14712

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. List the components of blood and give their main functions.

2. Explain the difference between arteries and veins.

3. What are the short-term and long-term factors that affect blood pressure?

EvaluateEvaluate

4. Use the Heart workout worksheet in your

Resources section to explore the effects of

exercise on heart rate.

ElaborateElaborate

5. Investigate how a diet high in fat can affect the

cardiovascular system.

6. Discuss how the chronic effects of exercise on the cardiovascular system improve

athletic performance.

4.5 The respiratory system

The respiratory system allows our body to breathe, bringing oxygen to the blood and removing

carbon dioxide.

ENGAGE

On average, a resting person needs to take about 14 breaths per minute to oxygenate the

bloodstream and remove carbon dioxide. When that person exercises or performs more

strenuous movements, they need to breathe faster and deeper to deliver more oxygen and

remove more carbon dioxide. In this way, the respiratory system works in close relation with

the cardiovascular system.
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WWorksheetorksheet

Exercise and breathing rate

Searchlight ID: doc-14714

In this section, we will explore the functions of the

respiratory system, how we breathe, the effects of

exercise on the respiratory system and factors that

affect the respiratory system, such as cigarettes and

asthma.

Use the Exercise and breathing rate worksheet in

your Resources section to explore the relationship

between your breathing rate and exercise.

VO2 max tests measure how efficiently the body uses oxygen.

ExplorExploree

Functions of the rFunctions of the respiratory systemespiratory system

The main functions of the respiratory system are to:

• bring air from the atmosphere into the lungs

• transfer oxygen into the blood

• remove carbon dioxide from the blood

• expel heat and water vapour in the air breathed out

• allow the vocal cords to create speech as air is breathed out.

StructurStructure of the re of the respiratory systemespiratory system

The respiratory system has three sections:
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• the conducting system — the air passages

• the lungs

• the diaphragm.

DID YOU KNOW?

We lose half a litre of water a day through breathing. This is the water vapour we see when

we breathe onto glass.

The conducting systemThe conducting system

The major elements of the conducting system are listed below.

• Nasal cavity — warms and filters air

• Pharynx — the throat, which allows food and air to pass. The air is channelled into the larynx.

• Larynx — the ‘voice box’. Air passes through the larynx on its way to the trachea. The vocal

cords are inside the larynx; these are essential for voice production.

• Trachea — the airway through which air passes on its way to the bronchi

• Bronchi — the trachea branches into two bronchi, one for each lung.

• Bronchioles — the bronchi divide into two smaller bronchioles, which divide into even smaller

bronchioles and so on until the terminal bronchioles are reached.

• Terminal bronchioles — the terminal bronchioles branch yet again to form respiratory

bronchioles, which also branch to form alveoli or air sacs.

• AlveoliAlveoli — microscopic air sacs at the end of the respiratory bronchioles. There are millions of

alveoli and each one is surrounded by capillaries. This is where oxygen comes into the blood and

carbon dioxide comes out.
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The respiratory system

The lungsThe lungs

The lungs are the major organs of the respiratory system and are located in the chest cavity behind

the ribs. They consist of three main parts, as shown in the figure below:

• the parts of the conducting system by which outside air reaches the alveoli; that is, the bronchi

and bronchioles

• the alveoli

• the pleura.

The pleura is a membrane that covers the lungs. The pleura also attaches to the inside of the chest

cavity and the top of the diaphragm. It is a smooth, moist membrane that reduces friction as the

lungs expand and contract during the breathing process. The lungs have a spongy look and feel

because of the millions of tiny air sacs and bronchioles.
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WWeblinkseblinks

• Breathe in

• Lungs in action

• Oxygen in the bloodstream

• The respiratory system

• Inspiration and expiration

Microscopic structure of the lung

DID YOU KNOW?

The surface area of the lungs is roughly the same size as a tennis court.

The diaphragmThe diaphragm

The diaphragm is an involuntary (smooth) muscle, which

expands and contracts to control breathing while we are at

rest and sleeping. As the diaphragm moves up and down,

the chest cavity decreases and increases in size. This

causes breathing. As the chest cavity increases in size, we

breathe in. As the chest cavity decreases in size, we breathe

out.

To learn more about the respiratory system, follow the

weblinks in your Resources section.

The mechanics of brThe mechanics of breathingeathing

Inspiration — brInspiration — breathing ineathing in

InspirationInspiration is initiated by the diaphragm. When the diaphragm contracts, it moves downwards,

enlarging the chest cavity. Deeper inspiration occurs when intercostal muscles move the ribs up

and out, further expanding the chest cavity. Air always moves from a high pressure area to a lower

one. As the chest cavity expands, the pressure inside it decreases and so the air under higher

pressure outside the lungs is sucked in.

A normal ‘breathe-in’ during rest for an adult is about half a litre. This is called tidal volume. During

heavy exercise, inspiration may increase to as much as four litres of air with each breath.
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Expiration — brExpiration — breathing outeathing out

ExpirationExpiration occurs when the diaphragm relaxes and the chest cavity returns to its smaller ‘at rest’

state. This is further enhanced by the intercostal muscles which allow the ribs to return to their

normal ‘at rest’ position, as shown below.

The rib cage and the muscles of breathing

Exchange of gases in the lungsExchange of gases in the lungs

During inspiration, air enters the lungs and travels into the alveoli. The alveoli are surrounded by

capillaries. Both have very thin walls that allow the oxygen to diffuse from the higher pressure area

in the alveoli to the lower pressure area in the capillaries. Once in the capillaries, the oxygen

attaches to the haemoglobin in the red blood cells.

During expiration, the carbon dioxide in the capillaries is under higher pressure than the air in the

alveoli. The carbon dioxide diffuses into the alveoli and is expelled as we breathe out.

Other featurOther features of the res of the respiratory systemespiratory system

VVital capacityital capacity

VVital capacityital capacity is an important measure of our respiratory fitness and lung function. It is found by

measuring the maximum amount of air you can breathe out after breathing in a maximum amount

of air. Table 4.2 shows the vital capacity readings for children in Australian schools.

Most schools have access to a dry spirdry spirometerometer, an instrument into which you blow to measure your

vital capacity. Generally, the larger the person, the higher the volume of the vital capacity. Large rib

cages and chest cavities lead to large vital capacities. Because males generally have larger builds

than females, they have, on average, larger vital capacities.
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Sneezing clears the nasal cavity by expelling foreign particles.

Table 4.2: Vital capacity readings for 12- and 15-year-old boys and girls in Australian schools

VVital capacity rital capacity reading (litreading (litres)es)

Boys (age in years)Boys (age in years) Girls (age in years)Girls (age in years)RankingRanking

1212 1515 1212 1515

Top 10% 3.65 5.5 3.6 4.25

Mid-range 3.0 4.5 2.9 3.6

Lowest range 2.15 3.15 2.05 2.6

Vital capacity can be increased, but only slightly, through exercise or training. However, by regularly

exercising we are able to maintain vital capacity at its maximum level. At the same time, we keep

our lungs supple and elastic, and help to remove any pollutants, such as tar, which may enter our

lungs and become trapped in the tiny alveoli air sacs. Asthma and cigarette smoking are two

factors that can greatly affect a person's vital capacity.
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DID YOU KNOW?

The highest recorded ‘sneeze speed’ is 165 km/h.

VOVO22 maximummaximum

VOVO22 maximummaximum is also referred to as cardiorespiratory endurance, aerobic capacity or maximum

oxygen uptake. VO2 maximum is a measure of the maximum amount of oxygen that your body can

use for each kilogram of body weight in one minute. More simply, it measures how much oxygen

your muscles can use to produce work; the more oxygen you can use, the more work you can do.

To produce energy for cardiorespiratory work, our muscles need a large supply of oxygen, and

must be able to burn this oxygen efficiently.

VO2 maximum is the best way of measuring the efficiency of your cardiovascular, respiratory and

muscular systems under exercise conditions such as running, swimming or cycling. Tests used to

measure VO2 maximum are:

• 12-minute walk/run

• 7-minute cycle ergometer test

• treadmill tests

• 1.6-kilometre run

• 20-metre beep test.

The highest VO2 maximum ever recorded is 94 mL/kg/min, that is, 94 mL of oxygen for each

kilogram of body weight each minute — this was for an adult male cross-country skier. The highest

recorded level for a female is 74 mL/kg/min.

The average VO2 maximum for untrained males is 42–46 mL/kg/min; the average VO2 maximum

for untrained females is 30–39 mL/kg/min.

VO2 maximum can be improved by up to 30 per cent if a regular cardiorespiratory training program

is undertaken (see chapter 5 for example programs). This improvement is brought about when:

• the heart increases its ability to circulate blood

• the lungs increase their ability to ventilate air

• the muscles increase their ability to produce energy for work.

Table 4.3 details how each of the three systems — respiratory, cardiovascular and muscular — may

help develop a good VO2 maximum.
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Table 4.3: Function of body systems for achieving good VO2 maximum

SystemSystem Function in achieving good VOFunction in achieving good VO22 maximummaximum

Respiratory • vital capacity • Efficient lung ventilation — inspiration and expiration

• alveoli • Exchange of O2 and CO2 with blood in capillaries

Cardiovascular • heart • Powerful heartbeat

• High stroke volume

• High cardiac output (heart rate × stroke volume)

• arteries • Elasticity of walls

• Clear of fatty deposits

• capillaries • Large network to heart and all the muscles

• Easy and plentiful exchange of O2 and CO2 with

muscles and lungs

• veins • Healthy one-way valves and muscle pump effect by

skeletal muscles

• blood • Good supply of haemoglobin to transport O2 and CO2

Muscular • skeletal

muscle

• Good development and hypertrophy, with large supply

of blood from capillaries

• myoglobin • Good supply to combine with oxygen to produce

energy

• glycogen • Good supply to attract oxygen into the muscle

• mitochondria • Lots of these required as the site where O2 and

glycogen combine to produce energy
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InteractivityInteractivity

Respiratory labels

Searchlight ID: int-5494

WWeblinkeblink

Quit

Measuring your fitness using VO2 maximum levels as an indicator

DID YOU KNOW?

Breathing rates are generally faster in children and women than in men.

ACTIVITIES

1 Labelling systems1 Labelling systems

Use the Respiratory labels interactivity in your

Resources section to label the various parts of the

respiratory system.

2 Br2 Breathing techniqueseathing techniques

Use the internet and other sources to research the

Alexander technique for breathing and how it can

improve an asthmatic's quality of life. Write a short

report and then discuss your findings with a partner.

3 Dangers of smoking3 Dangers of smoking
1. Research the effects of smoking on the respiratory system.

2. Using Microsoft Publisher or other software, produce a pamphlet about smoking that

could be used in an anti-smoking campaign such as Quit. Include facts about smoking,

its negative impact on the respiratory system and ways to quit. Use the Quit weblink in

your Resources section to help you with your research.
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WWorksheetorksheet

Vital capacity

Searchlight ID: doc-14716

What kinds of images could be used to enhance an anti-smoking campaign?

CHECK & CHALLENGE

ExplainExplain

1. Describe the function of each of the following when breathing.

a. Diaphragm

b. Air pressure

c. Expiration

d. Inspiration

e. Intercostal muscles

2. What is vital capacity and how can it be improved?

EvaluateEvaluate

3. Use the Vital capacity worksheet in your

Resources section to investigate vital capacity

further.

ElaborateElaborate

4. On average, do males or females have higher

VO2 maximums? Why?

5. Which sportspeople have the highest VO2 maximum? Why?
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Review

What have I learWhat have I learned?ned?

• The body systems play a key role in maintaining good health; the skeletal, muscular,

cardiovascular and respiratory systems work together to produce physical activity.

• The skeletal system provides a framework for the body, allowing movement and protecting vital

organs.

• The muscular system allows us to move, maintain our posture and maintain body functions such

as blood circulation, digestion and breathing.

• Various types of bone, joint, connective tissue, muscle and muscle contraction play a role in

creating movement.

• The cardiovascular system consists of the heart, the blood vessels and blood, and it allows

blood, water, oxygen, nutrients and wastes to be transported around the body.

• There is a strong relationship between exercise and the cardiovascular system, particularly in

regards to blood pressure and heart health.

• The respiratory system allows the body to breathe; it brings oxygen to the blood and removes

carbon dioxide.

• Vital capacity is a measure of respiratory fitness and lung function, and is found by measuring

the maximum amount of air a person can breathe out after breathing in a maximum amount of

air.

• VO2 maximum or aerobic capacity is a measure of the maximum amount of oxygen that a

person's body can use for each kilogram of body weight in one minute.

CHECK

1. List three ways the skeletal system provides protection for major organs.

2. Identify the three types of muscles and explain their roles.

3. Describe the pathway of an oxygen molecule, from the moment it enters the nasal

cavity to the moment it reaches the muscles to help produce muscle contraction.

4. Explain how the respiratory and cardiovascular systems are interrelated.
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WWorksheetorksheet

In my words

Searchlight ID: doc-14717

InteractivityInteractivity

Multiple choice quiz

Searchlight ID: int-5392

InteractivityInteractivity

True/false quiz

Searchlight ID: int-5393

InteractivityInteractivity

Crossword

Searchlight ID: int-5394

5. Complete each of the following questions with

reference to a sport or activity of your choice.

a. What are the major muscles used?

b. Which muscle fibre type is most used?

c. Which type of muscle contraction is most used?

6. Define the key words and terms of the topic using the In my words worksheet in your

Resources section.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION REVIEWED

How do the body systems work together to produce movement?

Evaluate your initial response to the essential question now that you have studied the topic.
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